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Nup159 weakens Gle1 binding to Dbp5 but does not accelerate 
ADP release

Emily V. Wonga,+, Shawn Graya,+, Wenxiang Caoa, Rachel Montpetitb, Ben Montpetitb,*, and 
Enrique M. De La Cruza,*

aDepartment of Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

bDepartments of Viticulture and Enology and Food Science and Technology, University of 
California, Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Abstract

Dbp5, DDX19 in humans, is an essential DEAD-box protein involved in mRNA export, which has 

also been linked to other cellular processes, including rRNA export and translation. Dbp5 ATPase 

activity is regulated by several factors, including RNA, the nucleoporin proteins Nup159 and Gle1, 

and the endogenous small molecule inositol hexakisphosphate (InsP6). To better understand how 

these factors modulate Dbp5 activity and how this modulation relates to in vivo RNA metabolism, 

a detailed characterization of the Dbp5 mechanochemical cycle in the presence of those regulators 

individually or together is necessary. In this study, we test the hypothesis that Nup159 controls the 

ADP-bound state of Dbp5. In addition, the contributions of Mg2+ to the kinetics and 

thermodynamics of ADP binding to Dbp5 were assessed. Using a solution based in vitro approach, 

Mg2+ was found to slow ADP and ATP release from Dbp5 and increased the overall ADP and ATP 

affinities, as observed with other NTPases. Further, Nup159 did not accelerate ADP release, while 

Gle1 actually slowed ADP release independent of Mg2+. These findings are not consistent with 

Nup159 acting as a nucleotide exchange factor to promote ADP release and Dbp5 ATPase cycling. 

Instead, in the presence of Nup159, the interaction between Gle1 and ADP-bound Dbp5 was found 

to be reduced by ~18-fold, suggesting that Nup159 alters the Dbp5-Gle1 interaction to aid Gle1 

release from Dbp5.
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Introduction

Members of the DEAD-box protein (DBP) family couple energy from cycles of ATP 

binding, hydrolysis, and product release to RNA and ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex 

remodeling [1–3]. RNA binding activates the intrinsic ATPase activity of many DBPs [4–7] 

by accelerating rate limiting step(s), e.g. ATP hydrolysis and/or product release [8, 9]. 

Numerous regulatory proteins also tune DBP ATPase rates through modulating ATPase 

cycle transitions and DBP interactions, which includes promoting conformations that favor 

nucleotide loading, RNA binding, relieve auto-inhibition, or alter product release [10–13]. In 

turn, the conformations and interactions of a DBP with binding partners are often linked to 

the chemical states of the bound nucleotide [2, 6].

Dbp5, DDX19 in humans, is an essential DBP first described in Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
as being involved in mRNA export from the nucleus [14, 15]. Subsequent work has shown 

that Dbp5 is modulated by several regulatory factors, including RNA, the nucleoporin 

proteins Nup159 and Gle1, and the endogenous small molecule inositol hexakisphosphate 

(InsP6) [5, 16–26]. The resulting phenotypic, genetic, biochemical, and structural data 

provides potential models by which these regulators may control Dbp5 ATPase activity and 

mRNA export in vivo [27]. However, Dbp5 has also been linked to other cellular processes, 

including rRNA export and translation [26, 28, 29], complicating the interpretation of 

genetic and phenotypic data, and providing for the possibility of context-dependent 

regulation to facilitate multiple independent Dbp5 functions in RNA metabolism. 

Consequently, a detailed characterization of the Dbp5 mechanochemical cycle, and how this 

cycle is altered by regulators alone or in combination, is necessary to test and extend models 

of Dbp5 function. In other words, by determining the ATPase cycle rates and equilibrium 

constants in the presence of regulators, we can define the relevant events along the ATP 

hydrolysis pathway that represent control points for modulating Dbp5 activity in vivo and 

describe how regulators alter these events.

Towards this goal, our recent work showed that Dbp5 steady-state cycling (kcat) in the 

presence and absence of RNA is most limited by inorganic phosphate (Pi) release, and that 

ATP affinity for Dbp5 is approximately 10-fold weaker than ADP affinity [30]. This detailed 

in vitro analysis identified Pi release and nucleotide exchange as potential biochemical 

transitions within the Dbp5 ATPase cycle that may be modulated in vivo. In line with this, it 

has been proposed that Nup159 and Gle1 influence the Dbp5 nucleotide bound state, 

specifically by Nup159 aiding ADP release and Gle1 promoting ATP binding [22]. This 

model of Dbp5 regulation is consistent with high resolution structures showing that the two 

RecA-like domains of Dbp5 adopt an open configuration when bound by Gle1 and Nup159 

[23], which may promote nucleotide exchange (i.e. ADP release and/or ATP loading).

Overall, the reported activities and structural data to date are supportive of Nup159 and Gle1 

acting to alter the nucleotide state of Dbp5. One class of regulatory proteins, nucleotide 

exchange factors (NEFs), achieve this by accelerating the release of a protein bound 

nucleotide, often by disrupting coordination of the nucleotide-associated magnesium cation 

[31, 32]. Eviction of the nucleotide-bound cation, which mediates several key interactions 

between nucleotide and protein, enables rapid dissociation of the nucleotide (e.g. ADP) from 
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the active site, subsequent binding of nucleotide (e.g. ATP), and an additional round of 

ATPase cycling. This mechanism of regulation has not been well described for DBPs, but 

Mg2+-based NEFs have been shown to regulate several GTPase proteins [33–36], actin [37], 

kinesin [38, 39] and myosin motor proteins [40, 41]. One exception is the S. cerevisiae NEF, 

Ypt1p, which accelerates nucleotide release from the TRAPPI GTPase through a Mg2+ 

independent pathway [42]. Consequently, it is unknown whether DBPs also employ Mg2+-

based NEFs, or whether Nup159 or Gle1 act as NEFs through Mg2+ to regulate Dbp5 

activity.

Here, we test the hypothesis that Nup159 and Gle1 control the ADP-bound state of Dbp5, 

and further assess the contributions of Mg2+ to the kinetics and thermodynamics of ADP 

binding to Dbp5. We report that Mg2+ slows mantADP and mantATP release from Dbp5, as 

observed with other NTPases [35, 39, 40], and increased the overall ADP and ATP affinities 

(~3-fold for mantADP, 2-fold for ADP, ~6-fold for mantATP, and 3-to-5-fold for ATP). We 

find that Nup159 does not accelerate mantADP or Mg2+-mantADP release, while Gle1/

InsP6 slowed mantADP release ~2-fold independent of Mg2+. These findings are 

inconsistent with Nup159 or Gle1 acting as a NEF. Finally, binding affinity of Gle1 for the 

mantADP-bound Dbp5 complex was reduced ~18-fold in the presence of Nup159, 

suggesting that Nup159 may function in vivo to modulate the interaction between Dbp5 and 

Gle1.

Materials and Methods

Reagents

All reagents were of the highest purity commercially available. ATP (Sigma, A7699) and 

ADP (Sigma, 01879) concentrations were determined by absorbance using ε259 = 15,400 M
−1 cm−1. mantATP (Jena Biosciences, NU-202 and Invitrogen, M12417) and mantADP 

(Jena Biosciences, NU-201 and Invitrogen, M12416) concentrations were determined by 

absorbance using ε255 = 23,300 M−1 cm−1. Inositol hexakisphosphate (phytic acid) was 

purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (SC-253276). Buffers were made with either 

DEPC treated water (American Bio, AB021028) or Millipore MilliQ® distilled deionized 

water that had been filtered through a 0.2 μm filter. Experiments were performed at 25 °C in 

assay buffer: 30 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 100 mM KCl, and 2 mM DTT, supplemented with the 

indicated [MgCl2] or [EDTA]. For all experiments, the free Mg2+ concentration ([Mg2+]free) 

was determined using the program WebMaxC Standard (version - 12/31/03; http://

web.stanford.edu/~cpatton/webmaxcS.htm).

Protein purification

Dbp5, Gle1, and Nup159 were purified as described [43].

Transient kinetic assays

Transient kinetic measurements were performed on an Applied Photophysics SX20 stopped-

flow instrument thermostatted at 25 ± 0.1 °C. mant-nucleotide binding to Dbp5 was 

monitored by FRET between excited tryptophans (λex = 280 nm) in Dbp5 and the bound 

mant-labeled nucleotide. Fluorescence intensity was measured at 90° relative to excitation 
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light after passing through a 400 nm long-pass colored glass filter. Inner filter effects are 

minimal in the mant-labeled nucleotide concentration range employed [33, 44]. Time 

courses shown are averages of at least two traces. Fitting was performed by nonlinear least-

squares regression, and uncertainties of quantities determined from fits are given as standard 

errors in the fits.

mantADP dissociation kinetics

Irreversible dissociation of mantADP bound to Dbp5 was achieved by mixing with a large 

excess of unlabeled ADP to prevent mantADP rebinding. mantADP dissociation from Dbp5 

in solution was measured as a function of [Mg2+]free using two approaches. First, Dbp5-

mantADP was pre-formed in the presence of saturating Mg2+ by pre-equilibrating 4 μM 

Dbp5 and 60 μM mantADP in assay buffer containing 2 mM MgCl2 prior to initiating 

mantADP dissociation by rapidly mixing with a solution of 20 mM ADP supplemented with 

either 40 mM (for no Mg2+ only) or 3 mM EDTA, and a range of [MgCl2] to generate 

0.057–2000 μM final [Mg2+]free after mixing and accounting for EDTA, mantADP and ADP 

chelation. Alternatively, Dbp5-mantADP was pre-formed in the absence of Mg2+ with assay 

buffer containing 4 mM EDTA to ensure no free Mg2+ at the start of the reaction, before 

being mixed with 20 mM ADP and a range of MgCl2 to generate 0.051–2000 μM [Mg2+]free 

after mixing. The final concentrations after mixing are 2 μM Dbp5, 30 μM mantADP and 10 

mM competing unlabeled ADP.

[Nup159]-dependent Mg2+mantADP dissociation, with saturating Mg2+ (2 mM) in solution 

throughout the reaction, was monitored by mixing a pre-equilibrated solution of 4 μM Dbp5 

and 40 μM mantADP in assay buffer containing 2 mM MgCl2 with equal volumes of a range 

of [Nup159] in assay buffer supplemented with 8 mM MgCl2 and 6 mM ADP (2 mM Mg2+ 

in solution after ADP chelation). [Nup159]-dependent mantADP dissociation without Mg2+ 

was monitored by mixing pre-equilibrated solutions of 2 μM Dbp5 and 80 μM mantADP in 

assay buffer containing 11.05 mM EDTA with equal volumes of assay buffer containing 20 

mM ADP, 11.05 mM EDTA (ca. 27 nM [Mg2+]free after mixing), and various concentrations 

of Nup159. [Gle1]-dependent Mg2+-mantADP (saturating Mg2+ in solution) and mantADP 

(no Mg2+) dissociation were measured identically to Nup159, with the modification that the 

assay buffer in both syringes included 15 μM InsP6. Mg2+-mantADP dissociation from 

Nup159-Gle1-Dbp5 complex with saturating Mg2+ in solution was performed by mixing a 

pre-equilibrated solution of 5 μM Nup159, 4 μM Dbp5, 40 μM mantADP, and 15 μM InsP6 

with an equal volume solution of 6 mM Mg2+ADP and 15 μM InsP6 pre-equilibrated with 

varying concentrations of Gle1. The assay buffer in both syringes for Mg2+-mantADP 

dissociation from the Nup159-Gle1-Dbp5 complex included an additional 2 mM MgCl2 in 

excess of the nucleotide concentration.

mant-labeled nucleotide association kinetics

The kinetics of mantADP binding to Dbp5 in the absence of Mg2+ was monitored by mixing 

Dbp5 (final concentration after mixing is 1 μM) with various concentrations of mantADP, in 

assay buffer containing 10 mM EDTA. Time courses were fitted to a single exponential and 

the [mantADP]-dependence of the observed pseudo-first order rate constants was fitted to a 
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linear equation to extract bimolecular binding on- and off- rate constants from the slope and 

y-intercept, respectively.

mantATP binding was performed identically to mantADP binding experiments, but the time 

courses were fitted to three exponentials. The [mantATP]-dependence of the two fastest 

observed rate constants were globally fitted to Equation 2 in the text [8, 30] to determine 

fundamental rate constants. The third observed phase for mantATP binding while in the 

absence of Mg2+ is very slow (0.1 s−1) compared to the two fast observed phases and may 

represent a downstream process or off-pathway reaction. As in our previous analysis of 

mantATP binding in the presence of Mg2+ [30], we have not included this phase in our 

reaction schemes, since it is too slow to influence the two faster processes.

Competition of mantADP and unlabeled nucleotide

Dbp5 (final concentration after mixing is 1 μM in ADP containing reactions; 2 μM in ATP 

containing reactions) was rapidly mixed with 40 μM mantADP (final after mixing) and 

varying concentrations of unlabeled nucleotide, in assay buffer containing 1.5 mM (ADP 

reactions) or 2.5 mM (ATP reactions) EDTA. Time courses of FRET signal change from 

mantADP binding to Dbp5 in the presence of varying amounts of unlabeled ATP or ADP 

followed double exponentials (Fig. 3A). The slow phase occurring at 0.1 – 0.6 s−1 has a 

small amplitude compared to the fast phases in both ATP and ADP competition cases and 

has no well-defined dependence on [ATP] or [ADP]. Since the processes presented by the 

slow phases in both cases are temporally well-separated from the initial event involving 

mantADP binding competition with unlabeled nucleotides, we analyzed only the fast, [ADP] 

or [ATP]-dependent observed rate constant without interference from the slow phase.

Results

Removal of [Mg2+] accelerates mantADP release from Dbp5

Prior to testing regulators for Mg2+-based NEF activity, it was necessary to determine how 

Mg2+ influences nucleotide exchange and binding. To evaluate the impact of magnesium on 

nucleotide-Dbp5 interactions (Scheme 1), time courses of Dbp5-mantADP dissociation in 

the presence of saturating Mg2+ and absence (i.e. with excess EDTA) of Mg2+ were 

collected (Fig. 1A). The resulting data are best fit by single exponentials where the observed 

rate constant depends hyperbolically on [Mg2+]free (Fig. 1B), yielding a mantADP 

dissociation rate constant (k−mD(+Mg)) of 2.4 ± 0.01 s−1 in the presence of Mg2+, and four-

fold more rapid mantADP dissociation in the absence of Mg2+ with a rate constant (k

−mD(−Mg)) of 10.0 ± 0.4 s−1 (Fig. 1A, Table 1). We interpret these and other related results 

with the assumption that the impact of Mg2+ on nucleotide binding arises from its direct 

association with the nucleotide at the Dbp5 active site, though contributions from Mg2+ 

binding to secondary sites on Dbp5 cannot be ruled out. Identical results are obtained when 

starting with a preformed Dbp5-Mg2+-mantADP complex (in the presence of excess MgCl2) 

or with a preformed Dbp5-mantADP complex in the absence of Mg2+ (excess EDTA present 

in buffer prior to mixing; Fig. 1B) before rapidly mixing with excessive competing 

unlabeled ADP and varying concentration of MgCl2. These results indicate that Mg2+ 
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rapidly equilibrates between the Dbp5 active site and bulk solution on a timescale much 

greater than that of mantADP dissociation.

We fitted the [Mg2+]free-dependent observed dissociation rate constant as a weighted average 

of Mg2+-mantADP and mantADP dissociation according to Equation 1:

kobs = k−mD( − Mg)
[HmD]

[HmD] + [HMgmD] + k−mD( + Mg)
[HMgmD]

[HmD] + [HMgmD]

= k−mD( − Mg) + k−mD( + Mg) − k−mD( − Mg)
[HMgmD]

[HmD] + [HMgmD]

= k−mD( − Mg) +
k−mD( + Mg) − k−mD( − Mg)

KMg, HmD + [Mg] [Mg]

Equation 1

where k−mD(+Mg) and k−mD(−Mg) are the mantADP dissociation rate constants with and 

without Mg2+; [HMgmD] and [HmD] are Dbp5-mantADP complex with and without Mg2+; 

[Mg] is [Mg2+]free, and KMg,HmD is the equilibrium dissociation constant for Mg2+ binding 

to Dbp5-mantADP. The simplified hyperbolic form of the HMgmD species is used since the 

total Mg2+ concentration in the titration range available to bind HmD complex ≫ total 

[HmD]. Using Equation 1, the best fit of the data for both sets of measurements in Fig. 1B 

yields a Mg2+ affinity for Dbp5-mantADP (KMg,HmD) of ~ 164 μM (Table 1) with a 

mantADP dissociation rate constant of ~ 2.4 s−1 with Mg2+ and ~ 9 s−1 without Mg2+, 

indicating that Mg2+ occupancy slows mantADP release.

Mg2+ modifies kinetics of mant nucleotide binding to Dbp5

To measure the kinetics of mantADP binding in the absence of Mg2+ (Scheme 1), time 

courses of FRET signal change upon mantADP association were collected following rapid 

mixing of Dbp5 with mantADP. In the absence of Mg2+, mantADP binding traces are well-

described by single exponentials with observed rate constants that depend linearly on the 

mantADP concentration (Fig. 2A). The association rate constant in the absence of Mg2+ (k

+mD(−Mg)) determined from the slope of the best linear fit of the data is 1.0 ± 0.1 μM−1 s−1, 

while the dissociation rate constant (k−mD(−Mg)) estimated from the y-intercept is 15 ± 2 s−1 

(Fig. 2B, Table 1), slightly faster than the value of ~9–10 s−1 determined from irreversible 

dissociation measurements (Fig. 1). The mantADP affinity in the absence of Mg2+ 

(KmD(−Mg)) calculated from the ratio of dissociation and association rate constants is 15 

± 2.5 μM.

We previously observed multi-step mantADP binding in the presence of Mg2+ [30], as 

indicated by the apparent hyperbolic [mantADP] concentration-dependence of the observed 

rate constant with a weak affinity of KmD0 ~100 μM for the fast binding step. In the 

mantADP titration range that satisfies the condition [mD] < KmD0 ~100 μM, the hyperbolic 

[mantADP] concentration-dependence of the observed rate constant approximates to linear 

[45, 46], and the overall on- and off rate constants for the combined two step binding can be 

approximately estimated by fitting this data [30] to a linear function, yielding 

Mg2+mantADP association (k+mD(+Mg)) and dissociation (k−mD(+Mg)) rate constants of 0.58 

± 0.07 μM−1 s−1 and 2.9 ± 0.9 s−1, respectively. The ratio of association and dissociation rate 
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constants yields a Mg2+mantADP affinity of 5 ± 2 μM. Thus, Mg2+ slows mantADP 

dissociation and to a lesser extent mantADP association, explaining the overall weaker 

Dbp5-mantADP binding affinity (~ 2–3 fold) in the absence of Mg2+.

In the case of mantATP, time courses of binding to Dbp5 in the absence of Mg2+ are well-

fitted by three exponentials (Fig 2C), similar to binding measured in the presence of 

Mg2+ [30]. We assume that the two fastest [mantATP]-dependent transitions occur in series 

and the first observed phase is from mantATP binding, while the second observed phase is a 

combined/overall step that involves downstream ATPase reactions, including ATP hydrolysis 

[8]. Therefore, the two observed fast phases can be globally fitted to Equation 2 to determine 

rate constants in the ATPase reaction scheme [8, 30].

k1, 2obs = 1
2(k+1[mT] + k−1 + k+2 + k−2

± (k+1[mT] + k−1 + k+2 + k−2)2 − 4(k+1[mT]k+2 + k−1k−2 + k+1[mT]k−2))

Equation 2

In Equation 2, [mT] is the total mantATP concentration, k+1 and k−1 are the fundamental 

forward and reverse rate constants for step 1 (mantATP binding), and k+2 and k−2 are the 

forward and backward rate constants for combination step 2 (including mantATP hydrolysis) 

[8, 30]. The mantATP association rate constant in the absence of Mg2+ determined from the 

fit is 3 ± 1 μM−1 s−1 (Fig. 2D, Table 1) and is comparable to the rate constant measured in 

the presence of Mg2+ (1.63 μM−1 s−1 from [30]). In contrast, the mantATP dissociation rate 

constant is an order of magnitude faster in the absence of Mg2+ (~125 s−1; Fig 2D; Table 1) 

as compared to the presence of Mg2+ (~11.9 ± 0.7 s−1 from [30]). As in our previous 

analysis of mantATP binding in the presence of Mg2+ [30], we have not included the third 

phase in our reaction schemes, since it is too slow to influence the two faster processes (see 

Materials and Methods). Together, these measurements show that Mg2+ has a strong effect 

on mantATP dissociation, which is ~4 fold greater than the impact of Mg2+ on mantADP 

dissociation.

Mg2+ tightens unlabeled ADP and ATP binding to Dbp5

To extend and validate these measurements, the affinity of Dbp5 for unlabeled nucleotides in 

the absence of Mg2+ was determined by kinetic competition experiments between mant-

labeled and unlabeled nucleotides (Fig. 3), as previously done in the presence of Mg2+ [30, 

44]. ADP or ATP competition slows the observed fast mantADP binding phase (Fig. 3B and 

3C), indicating that the [ADP]- or [ATP]-dependent mantADP observed rate constants can 

be fitted by Equation 3 below [30, 47], derived specifically for cases in which the unlabeled 

competitor binds in rapid equilibrium in advance of labeled ligand binding.

kobs = kobs, inf +
kkobs, 0

− kobs, inf

1 + [ADP]
KD

Equation 3
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In Equation 3, KD is the unlabeled ADP equilibrium binding constant. kobs,0 and kobs,inf 

(with unit s−1) are the observed mantADP rate constant at 0 and saturating unlabeled [ADP], 

i.e. kobs,0 = k+mD [mD]+k−mD and kobs,inf = k−mD. To analyze ATP competition data, replace 

[ADP] and KD by [ATP] and KT, respectively. Fitting the [ADP] or [ATP]-dependence of the 

observed mantADP binding rate constant in Fig. 3B or 3C to Equation 3 gives the apparent 

ATP affinity (KT(−Mg) = 15 ± 4 mM) or ADP affinity (KD(−Mg) = 0.8 ± 0.1 mM) in the 

absence of Mg2+ (Table 1), and a mantADP dissociation (k−mD(−Mg) = kobs,inf ~ 6 – 10 s−1) 

and association rate constant (k+mD(−Mg) ~ 1.2 – 1.4 μM−1 s−1) (Table 1). The equilibrium 

constant (15 mM) for unlabeled ATP binding to Dbp5 is ~3–5-fold weaker than the 3 – 6 

mM affinity of Mg2+-ATP [30], and unlabeled ADP (0.8 mM) binding is ~2-fold weaker 

than that of Mg2+-ADP (Table 1) [30, 48]. These data obtained here by ADP and ATP 

competition are consistent with the mantADP binding and irreversible dissociation 

measurements made in the absence of Mg2+ in Fig. 1 and 2 (see Table 1).

A similar procedure for the derivation of Equation 3 can be performed without imposing the 

assumption of unlabeled competitor binding in rapid equilibrium by solving differential 

equations describing the competitive binding of labeled and unlabeled ligands for protein to 

yield Equation 3′, below:

kobs = 2
kobs, inf[ADP] + KDkobs, 0

kobs, 0
k+D

+ [ADP] + KD +
kobs, 0
k+D

+ [ADP] + KD

2
− 4

kobs, inf[ADP] + KDkobs, 0
k+D

In Equation 3′, the symbols are the same as in Equation 3 with an additional parameter, k+D, 

which is the unlabeled ADP bimolecular association rate constant expressed with identical 

concentration units as the equilibrium binding constant KD. Under conditions where 

KD + [ADP] ≫
k+mD[mD] ± k−mD

k+D
=

kobs, 0 or kobs, 0 − 2kobs, inf
k+D

, the quadratic form of Equation 

3′ is simplified to a hyperbolic form given in Equation 3. Equation 3 and 3′ and the 

conditions and discussions above apply to ATP competition as well, while replacing [ADP] 

and KD by [ATP] and KT, respectively. Compared to Equation 3, Equation 3′ is more 

general and does not need the presumption of unlabeled competitor binding in rapid 

equilibrium. Moreover, Equation 3′ further permits determination of unlabeled nucleotide 

binding rate constants (k+D) to provide a sense of the timescale of unlabeled nucleotide 

binding, though it is an approximation and subject to large error due to the rapid 

equilibration of unlabeled competitor.

In the absence of Mg2+, unlabeled ADP and ATP competition data in Figs. 3B and C are 

fitted equally well to Equation 3′ and Equation 3, even though the parameter k+D (k+T) has 

large error. The results for the remaining parameters are essentially the same for both 

equations. The best fit curves generated by the two equations are indistinguishable. Fitting 

results by Equations 3′ estimate an ADP association rate constant (k+D(−Mg)) of ~ 2 μM−1 s
−1 and an ATP association rate constant (k+T(−Mg)) that is even faster. We estimate from 

these association rate constants and binding affinities that ADP dissociates (k−D(−Mg)) at 

~1600 s−1 and ATP dissociates (k−T(−Mg)) at > 30000 s−1 (Table 1). These extremely rapid 
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rate constants are subject to large uncertainty and may only provide lower estimates of 

dissociation rate constants. However, these data highlight the fact that ADP and ATP binding 

to Dbp5 are in extremely fast equilibrium, similar to binding in the presence of Mg2+ [30], 

which suggests that a NEF would not be necessary to accelerate nucleotide exchange.

Nup159 does not accelerate mantADP release from Dbp5

Previous work has provided evidence for Nup159 accelerating ADP release from Dbp5 [22]. 

Structural work has further shown that Nup159 binds Dbp5 in a manner mutually exclusive 

with RNA [23, 49], and may allow separation of the two RecA-like domains of Dbp5 to 

facilitate nucleotide exchange. The interactions of Nup159 with Dbp5-ADP and -Mg2+ADP 

relevant to potential Nup159 NEF activity are shown in the top half of Scheme 2, where N 

represents Nup159. To detail these interactions, time courses of mantADP dissociation from 

Dbp5 were collected in the presence of saturating Mg2+ upon rapid mixing with Nup159 and 

excess competing unlabeled ADP. These data followed single exponentials (Fig. 4A), with 

observed rate constants that slow in a weakly [Nup159]-dependent manner over the range 

examined (0–14 μM; Fig. 4B). The observed rate constant of Mg2+-mantADP dissociation 

decreased from 2.7 ± 0.1 s−1 (k−mD(+Mg)) to 2.0 ± 0.2 s−1 (k−mD(+Mg), N) in the presence of 

excess Nup159 (Fig. 4B). Fitting [Nup159]-dependent observed rate constants of mantADP 

dissociation in the presence of Mg2+ to Equation 4, a population weighted average of 

Nup159 (N) bound and un-bound mantADP-Dbp5 complexes:

kobs = k−mD
[HmD]

[HmD] + [NHmD] + k−mD, N
[NHmD]

[HmD] + [NHmD]

= k−mD + k−mD, N − k−mD

[HMD]tot + [N]tot + KN − ([HmD]tot + [N]tot + KN)2 − 4[HmD]tot[N]tot
2[HmD]tot

Equation 4

yields an affinity (KN(+Mg)) of ~ 0.3 ± 0.8 μM for Nup159 binding to Dbp5-Mg2+mantADP, 

where k−mD and k−mD,N are mantADP dissociation rate constants from Dbp5 without and 

with bound regulator Nup159, and KN is the equilibrium constant of Nup159 binding to 

Dbp5-mantADP (HmD). [HmD]tot = [HmD] + [NHmD] by mass balance. Time courses of 

mantADP dissociation from Dbp5 upon rapid mixing with Nup159 and excess competing 

unlabeled ADP in the absence of Mg2+ also followed single exponentials, with no 

observable [Nup159] dependence in the rate constants (~11 ± 2 s−1 Fig. 4C and 4D). 

Together, these measurements do not support a role for Nup159 in accelerating ADP release 

from Dbp5.

Gle1 slows mantADP release from Dbp5

Crystal structures of the Gle1-InsP6-Dbp5-ADP complex showed that Gle1 contacts both 

RecA-like domains and orients them in a partially open conformation [23], and thus 

considered the possibility that this domain orientation may promote nucleotide exchange. 

The possible relationships between Gle1 and Dbp5-ADP and -Mg2+ADP interactions are 
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detailed in the bottom half of Scheme 2. As with Nup159, time courses were collected of 

irreversible [Gle1]-dependent mantADP release from Dbp5 + InsP6 in the presence (Fig. 

5A) and absence of Mg2+ (Fig. 5C). Data are well-fitted by single exponentials, with 

observed rate constants that depend hyperbolically on the [Gle1] (Fig. 5B, 5D). In the 

absence of Mg2+ there is a slow increase in background signal due to Gle1 itself, 

independent of binding, that was accounted for by an additional exponential. Under excess 

Gle1 conditions, mantADP release from Dbp5 slowed about two-fold from 2.4 ± 0.1 s−1 to 

1.3 ± 0.3 s−1 in the presence of Mg2+ and from 10.5 ± 0.1 s−1 to 6.3 ± 0.2 s−1 in the absence 

of Mg2+ (Table 2). Fitting the [Gle1]-dependence of the observed rate constants to Equations 

4 (substituting N with G (Gle1)) yields a Gle1 affinity for the InsP6-Dbp5-ADP complex of 

0.1 ± 0.3 μM with Mg2+ (KG(+Mg), HmD) and 0.3 ± 0.1 μM without Mg2+ (KG(−Mg), HmD), 

suggesting the impact of Mg2+ is minimal given the measurement uncertainties. Based on 

these measurements, Gle1 does not accelerate ADP release from Dbp5.

Nup159 weakens Gle1 affinity for Dbp5-Mg2+mantADP complex

Current models propose that Dbp5 is regulated at nuclear pore complexes in a series of 

interactions with RNA, Gle1-InsP6 and Nup159 to facilitate mRNA export [22, 23, 27]. One 

component of these models is that Dbp5 sequentially interacts with Gle1 and Nup159 to 

spatially modulate the Dbp5 ATPase cycle. Moreover, structural work has shown that 

binding of Nup159 to a Gle1-InsP6-Dbp5-ADP complex induces solvent accessible 

separation of the two RecA-like domains of Dbp5 [23], which may favor nucleotide 

exchange. Consequently, to investigate the possibility that NEF activity emerges in the 

presence of both regulators, time courses of irreversible Mg2+-mantADP dissociation from 

Dbp5 in buffer containing 2.5 μM Nup159 and 15 μM InsP6 were measured upon rapid 

mixing with varying concentrations of Gle1 and excessive competing ADP. These data fit 

single exponentials (Fig. 6A), where the observed rate constant of Mg2+-mantADP 

dissociation slowed monotonically with [Gle1] (Fig. 6B). The best fit of the observed rate 

constant to Equation 4 gives the affinity of Dbp5-mantADP for Gle1 in the presence of 

Nup159 and InsP6 (KG(+Mg),HNmD) as 1.8 ± 3.2 μM (Fig. 6B), ~18 times weaker than that in 

the absence of Nup159 (0.1 ± 0.3 μM). The fit also yields a mantADP dissociation rate 

constants of 2.2. ± 0.1 s−1 in the presence of Nup159 (k−mD(+Mg),N) and InsP6 (no Gle1) and 

0.8. ± 0.9 s−1 in the presence of Nup159, InsP6 and Gle1 (k−mD(+Mg),GN), similar to the 

mantADP dissociation rate constants with Gle1 and InsP6 (no Nup159; k−mD(+Mg) =2.4 

± 0.1 s−1 and k−mD(+Mg),GN = 1.3 ± 0.3 s−1; Fig. 5). These results indicate that binding of 

Nup159 to Dbp5 significantly alters the association between Dbp5 and Gle1, but still has 

minimal impact on mantADP release from Dbp5 in the presence of Gle1- InsP6.

Discussion

Genetics, cell biology, biochemistry and structural biology have significantly contributed to 

the understanding of Dbp5, including regulation of the Dbp5 ATPase cycle, leading to 

various models of Dbp5 mediated mRNA export [27, 50–54]. Here we present quantitative 

kinetic and thermodynamic data that provides evidence for an alternative model of Nup159–

mediated regulation of Dbp5, achieved by mediating the interaction of Dbp5 with Gle1.
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Note that the complexes and data presented here do not include RNA, which may alter 

Nup159 and Gle1 activities in regulating ADP release as NEFs. However, previous studies 

suggest that potential NEF activity from Nup159 or Gle1 binding to the Dbp5-ADP complex 

occurs after RNA release [22, 23]. Still, it is possible that transient co-binding of RNA, Gle1 

and ADP during steady-state ATPase cycling (i.e. following hydrolysis and Pi release) may 

provide the opportunity for RNA to influence nucleotide and regulator interactions. For this 

reason, we limit our discussions and conclusions to ADP-bound complexes formed in the 

absence of RNA.

Mg2+-Nucleotide binding linkage in Dbp5

Although many NTPases require a Mg2+ cofactor for hydrolysis of the phosphodiester bond 

[55], persistence of Mg2+ in the post-hydrolysis active site can inhibit NDP dissociation and 

therefore recycling of the enzyme. In the Ras superfamily of small GTPases, the presence of 

Mg2+ contributes to extremely tight GDP binding affinities with dissociation constants that 

can be in the subnanomolar range [56, 57]. Consequently, by altering Mg2+ binding and 

accelerating off rates, NEFs are able to spatially and temporally regulate a vast number of 

cellular processes [58]. Like the Ras family and other NTPases, Mg2+ is also an important 

cofactor for nucleotide binding and hydrolysis by DBPs [2, 59]. A previous study had 

identified Mg2+-mediated inhibition of helicase activity for Dbp5, and another DBP Sub2, 

but the mechanism of inhibition was not identified and may be multifaceted given the duplex 

unwinding readout, which encompasses all steps of the ATPase cycle, as well as Mg2+-

sensitive protein-RNA and RNA-RNA interactions [60]. Therefore, it is not known if Mg2+ 

is a target for regulators that function to control discrete transitions within the DBP ATPase 

activity.

In these studies, Mg2+ was found to bind Dbp5-mantADP with an affinity of ~164 μM. The 

presence of Mg2+ slowed mantADP dissociation ~4–6 fold and decreased mantADP 

association, which resulted in a modest tightening of mantADP binding affinity for Dbp5 (3-

fold) from ~15 μM to ~5 μM (Table 1). Unlabeled ADP binding affinity was also observed 

to tighten 2-fold from 0.8 to 0.36 mM in the presence of Mg2+ using kinetic competition 

assays with mantADP (Fig. 3 and [30]). Mg2+ tightened the affinity of Dbp5 for mantATP 

~6-fold (42 to 7.3 μM, K1mT or KmT comparison, Table 1 and [30]) and unlabeled ATP ~3 – 

5-fold (15 to 3 – 6 mM, Table 1 and Fig. 3) as well. We assume these Mg2+ effects originate 

from a Mg2+ cation bound to the nucleotide in the active site of Dbp5, although Mg2+ may 

interact with secondary regulatory sites on Dbp5. Under this assumption, the affinity of 

Mg2+ for Dbp5-ADP or -ATP can be estimated to be ~113 and 17 μM, respectively (Table 

1). These values are calculated using literature values for affinity of Mg2+ADP of ~676 μM 

and Mg2+ATP of 87 μM under our experimental conditions [61, 62] and using the 

subsequent detailed balance of Scheme 1, where in the case of ATP, ADP (D) is replaced by 

ATP. The ~7-fold tighter affinity of Mg2+ for Dbp5-ATP (17 μM) as compared to Dbp5-

ADP (113 μM) might be expected from the presence of the gamma phosphate, which helps 

coordinates the cation in the pre-hydrolysis active site.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the role of Mg2+ in stabilizing the 

nucleotide-bound state of a DBP and may prove to be a more general model for DBP-
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nucleotide interactions given the evidence for Mg2+-linked nucleotide associations in other 

NTPase families [31–34, 36–42, 63], including the superfamily I helicases [64]. Notably, S. 
cerevisiae intracellular [Mg2+]free is estimated to be 0.1–1 mM [61], and is known to 

fluctuate throughout the cell cycle and in response to environmental conditions [61, 65]. As 

such, Dbp5-ADP is potentially responsive to these cellular fluctuations in Mg2+, raising the 

possibility that Dbp5 activity may be modified by environmental factors in addition to 

known protein regulators [5, 18, 19, 24, 26].

The impact of Gle1 on the Dbp5-ADP complex

Gle1 slowed the dissociation of mantADP(±Mg2+) from Dbp5 approximately two-fold and 

displayed a similar binding affinity within error for Dbp5-mantADP in the presence and 

absence of Mg2+ (0.1 ± 0.3 vs 0.3 ± 0.1 μM, Table 2). Although it is a trivial difference 

within error of the Gle1 affinity measurements, this 3-fold change produces an apparent 

difference in Mg2+ affinity of Gle1-InsP6-Dbp5-mantADP (55 μM) vs. Dbp5-mantADP 

(164 μM, Table 1) calculated from detailed balance of Scheme 2. However, the difference in 

Mg2+ affinity for the Dbp5-mantADP complex (±Gle1) is also not significant due to the 

large error propagated from the uncertainties in the Gle1 affinity measurements. Therefore, 

these data suggest that Gle1 has a minimal impact on interactions among Mg2+, Dbp5, and 

mantADP and does not act as a NEF under these solution conditions. Therefore, Gle1 

stimulation of Dbp5 ATPase activity (±RNA) [5, 23] arises from a transition other than 

acceleration of nucleotide exchange. Given that Pi release limits both the RNA-stimulated 

and intrinsic Dbp5 steady-state ATPase activity [30], Gle1 presumably accelerates Pi 

release.

The impact of Nup159 on the Dbp5-ADP complex

It has been reported that Nup159 stimulates ADP release from Dbp5, assayed using an in 
vitro filter-binding assay [22]. Using rapid solution based kinetic and thermodynamic 

assays, we found that Nup159 did not accelerate dissociation of Mg2+mantADP or 

mantADP from Dbp5, nor did Nup159 alter mantADP release in the presence of Gle1 (i.e. 

mantADP release from Gle1-InsP6-Dbp5 is the same with and without Nup159; Table 2). 

We also did not observe long-lived ADP states in our mantADP release time courses through 

unlabeled ADP competition and Dbp5 ATPase cycling. Finally, we note that ADP release is 

not rate-limiting for Dbp5 ATPase activity in the presence or absence of RNA [30] and a 

reported slow (i.e. minutes) Nup159 stimulated ADP release [22] is unlikely to be relevant to 

the kinetics of mRNA export in vivo, which occurs in the sub-second time scale [66–69]. 

Accordingly, we conclude from these data that Nup159 and Gle1 do not function as NEFs 

for Dbp5.

The affinity of Dbp5 for mantADP relative to unlabeled ADP is significantly tighter due to 

hydrophobic interaction between the mant fluorophore and three residues of Dbp5 [30]. 

Thus, it is conceivable that strong interactions between Dbp5 and the mant fluorophore 

could potentially alter the effects of Nup159 and Gle1 in our studies. However, for the mant 

moiety to mask possible NEF activity of the regulators, putative NEF binding would have to 

enhance mant interactions with Dbp5 to an extent that the favorable interactions exceed 

(since mantADP release is actually slowed) the net perturbations in ADP binding. In other 
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words, assuming the ADP dissociation activation energy is reduced to near zero following 

NEF perturbation (to allow for immediately release), the dissociation activation energy of 

the mant moiety alone must exceed the total dissociation activation energy of mantADP 

(both mant and ATP moieties) prior to regulator association. Consequently, we do not favor a 

mechanism in which the mant fluorophore masks regulator NEF activity.

Instead, our findings show that Nup159 weakens Gle1 affinity for the Dbp5-mantADP 

complex ~18 fold (from 0.1 to 1.8 μM, Table 2). Crystal structures of the Nup159-Gle1-

Dbp5 complex demonstrate that Nup159 and Gle1 bind separate and distinct sites on Dbp5 

and do not directly compete for Dbp5 binding [23]. Consequently, we expect that Nup159 

likely modulates Gle1 binding to Dbp5 through an allosteric mechanism (i.e. Nup159 

promotes conformational changes of Dbp5 that weaken Gle1 binding), supporting a model 

where Nup159 aids Gle1 release from Dbp5 to promote enzyme turnover and further rounds 

of ATP hydrolysis in vivo.
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Highlights

• We test the hypothesis that Nup159 and Gle1 control the ADP-bound state of 

Dbp5.

• We also assess the contributions of Mg2+ to the kinetics and thermodynamics 

of ADP binding to Dbp5.

• Mg2+ slows mantADP and mantATP release from Dbp5 and increases the 

overall ADP and ATP affinities.

• Nup159 does not accelerate mantADP or Mg2+-mantADP release, while 

Gle1/InsP6 slows mantADP release ~2-fold independent of Mg2+.

• These findings are inconsistent with Nup159 or Gle1 acting as a NEF.
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Figure 1. Mg2+ slows mantADP dissociation from Dbp5
(A) Time courses of FRET signal changes in pre-equilibrated solutions of Dbp5 and 

mantADP with 2 mM MgCl2 (Mg2+ curve) or 4 mM EDTA (EDTA curve) upon rapid 

mixing with an equal volume of 20 mM ADP in assay buffer containing either 2 mM 

[MgCl2]free (Mg2+ curve) or 0 mM [MgCl2]free (EDTA curve). Continuous lines through the 

data represent best fits to single exponentials, yielding k−mD(−Mg) = 10.0 ± 0.4 s−1 and k

−mD(+Mg) = 2.4 ± 0.009 s−1. (B) [Mg2+]free dependence of the observed rate constants of 

mantADP dissociation from a pre-formed Dbp5-mantADP (no Mg2+, filled circles) or 

Dbp5-Mg2+mantADP complex (open circles). The solid and dashed lines through the data 

represent the best fits of the data starting with Dbp5-mantADP (filled circles) or Dbp5-

Mg2+mantADP (open circles) to Equation 1, yielding the two KMg(HmD) values (160 ± 40 – 

filled circles and 165 ± 26 μM – open circles) for Mg2+ binding to Dbp5-mantADP complex 

as well as the fundamental dissociation rate constants for mantADP (k−mD(-Mg) ≈ 10 and 9 s
−1, no Mg2+) or Mg2+ mantADP (k−mD(+Mg) ≈ 2.4 and 2.2 s−1, saturating Mg2+). 

Uncertainty bars represent standard errors of the fits and are contained within the data 

points.
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Figure 2. mant nucleotide-Dbp5 binding kinetics in the absence of Mg2+

(A) Time courses of FRET signal change after mixing Dbp5 with varying [mantADP] in 10 

mM EDTA. Final concentrations after mixing are 1 μM Dbp5 and (lower to upper) 30, 50, 

75, or 100 μM mantADP. Best fits to single exponentials are illustrated by smooth lines 

through the data. (B) [mantADP]-dependence of observed rate constants obtained from 

exponential fits in A. The line through the data represents the best linear fit, giving the 

fundamental association rate constant (k+mD(−Mg) = 1.0 ± 0.1 μM−1 s−1) for divalent cation-

free mantADP binding to Dbp5, and fundamental dissociation rate constant, k−mD(−Mg) = 15 

± 2 s−1. (C) Time courses of FRET signal change after mixing Dbp5 with varying 

[mantATP], in buffer with 10 mM EDTA. Final concentrations after mixing are 1 μM Dbp5 

and (lower to upper) 20, 40, 60 or 80 μM mantATP. Best fits to three exponentials are 

illustrated by continuous lines through the data. (D) [mantATP] dependence of observed rate 

constants. k1mT(−Mg),obs and k2mT(−Mg),obs were globally fit to Equation 2 [8] and the 

resulting kinetic rate constants are listed in Table 1. k3mT(−Mg),obs ~ 0.1 s−1 and is 

[mantATP]-independent over the range titrated. The [mantATP]-dependence of the fastest 

phase observed rate constants was not fitted to a hyperbolic function given the uncertainty 

associated with kobs values that approach the instrument dead time. Moreover, when these 

values are fitted to an unconstrained hyperbolic function, an unwarranted, large negative y-

intercept value results. Therefore, we fitted to the simplest mechanism/model. Uncertainty 

bars represent standard errors of the fits and are contained within the data points.
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Figure 3. Determination of unlabeled nucleotide affinity in the absence of Mg2+ by kinetic 
competition with mantADP
(A) Time courses of FRET signal change after mixing 1 μM Dbp5 with an equal volume 

solution of 40 μM mantADP and (upper to lower) 0, 0.00875, 0.0625, 0.0875, 0.175, 0.2625, 

0.4375, 0.875, 1.75, 2.625 or 4.375 mM ADP in assay buffer containing excess EDTA. 

Concentrations are final after mixing. The lines through the data represent best fits to double 

exponentials. (B) [ADP]-dependence of the fast observed rate constants from the double 

exponential fits in Panel A. (C) [ATP]-dependence of the fast observed rate constant of two 

exponential fits after mixing 2 μM Dbp5 with 40 μM mantADP and excess EDTA 

supplemented with either 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.9, 1.5, 2.5, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 25, or 40 mM ATP. 

Concentrations are final after mixing. The lines through the data in panels B and C represent 

the best fits to Equation 3 and yield apparent affinities: KD(−Mg) = 0.8 ± 0.1 mM and 

KT(−Mg) = 15 ± 4 mM. Uncertainty bars represent standard errors of the fits and are 

contained within the data points.
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Figure 4. Nup159 minimally affects mantADP(±Mg2+) dissociation kinetics
(A) Time courses of irreversible Mg2+mantADP dissociation from a pre-incubated solution 

of Dbp5 (2 μM) and Mg2+mantADP (20 μM) upon mixing with 3 mM Mg2+ADP and (from 

lower to upper) 0, 1.5, 4.5, or 10 μM Nup159 in assay buffer containing excess MgCl2. 

Concentrations are final after mixing. Smooth lines through the data represent best fits to 

single exponentials. (B) [Nup159]-dependence of the observed rate constants obtained from 

A. The line through the data represents the best fit to Equation 4, yielding KN(+Mg)HmD of 

0.3 ± 0.8 μM, k−mD(+Mg) = 2.7 ± 0.1 s−1 and k−mD(+Mg),N = 2.0 ± 0.2 s−1. (C) Time courses 

of FRET signal change after mixing pre-equilibrated solutions of 1 μM Dbp5 and 40 μM 

mantADP with an equal volume of (lower to upper) 0, 3 or 9 μM Nup159 and 10 mM ADP 

in assay buffer containing excess EDTA (ca. 27 nM [Mg2+]free after mixing). The 

concentrations are final after mixing. Continuous lines through the data represent best fits to 

a single exponential. (D) [Nup159]-dependence of the mantADP dissociation observed rate 

constants obtained from exponential fits in C. ANOVA analysis suggests that the dependence 

is insignificant and the average dissociation rate constant is ~ 11 s−1 indicated by a 

horizontal dashed line. Uncertainty bars represent standard error of the fits and are contained 

within the data points.
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Figure 5. Gle1 slows mantADP(±Mg2+) dissociation from Dbp5
(A) Time courses of FRET signal shift upon mixing pre-equilibrated mixtures of 2 μM Dbp5 

and 20 μM Mg2+mantADP with equal volumes of (lower to upper) 0, 1, 2, or 3.5 μM Gle1 

and 3 mM Mg2+-ADP. Concentrations are final after mixing. The assay buffer in both 

syringes before mixing contains 15 μM InsP6 and an extra 2 mM MgCl2. Continuous lines 

through the data represent best fits to single exponential. (B) [Gle1] dependence of the 

observed rate constant from exponential fits in A. The continuous line through the data 

represents the best fit to Equation 4, yielding an affinity of Gle1 for the Dbp5-

Mg2+mantADP complex of 0.1 ± 0.3 μM, k−mD(+Mg) = 2.4 ± 0.1 s−1 and k−mD(+Mg),G = 1.3 

± 0.3 s−1. (C) Time courses of FRET signal change after mixing pre-equilibrated solutions 

of 1 μM Dbp5 and 40 μM mantADP with an equal volume of (lower to upper) 0, 0.5 or 3 μM 

Gle1 and 10 mM ADP. Concentrations are final after mixing. The assay buffer in both 

syringes before mixing contains 15 μM InsP6 and 10.64 mM EDTA (ca. 44 nM [Mg2+]free 

after mixing). The time courses were fitted mainly by single exponential with an additional 

exponential to fit the slightly increasing part after 0.5 – 0.8 s (continuous lines through the 

data) due to the slow background signal increase by Gle1 alone that is not related to the 

binding process. (D) [Gle1] dependence of the mantADP dissociation observed rate constant 

obtained from exponential fits in C. The smooth line through the data represents the best fit 

to Equation 4, yielding an affinity (KG(−Mg)) of 0.3 ± 0.1 μM, k−mD(−Mg) = 10.5 ± 0.1 s−1 

and k−mD(−Mg),G = 6.3 ± 0.2 s−1. Uncertainty bars represent standard error of the fits.
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Figure 6. Nup159 has no significant effect on Gle1-mediated Mg2+-mantADP dissociation
(A) Time courses of FRET signal change upon mixing Dbp5 (2 μM) pre-incubated with 

Mg2+mantADP (30 μM), Nup159 (2.5 μM) and InsP6 (15 μM) with excess unlabeled 

Mg2+ADP (3 mM) and (lower to upper curves) 0, 1, 3.5, or 5 μM Gle1 in assay buffer with 

excess MgCl2. The concentrations are final after mixing. Smooth lines through the data 

represent best fits to single exponential. (B) [Gle1]-dependence of the observed rate constant 

of Mg2+mantADP dissociation from the exponential fit in Panel A. Continuous lines through 

the data represent the best fit of the observed rate constant to Equation 4, giving a 

KG(+Mg),HNmD of 1.8 ± 3.2 μM, k−mD(+Mg),N = 2.2 ± 0.1 s−1 and k−mD(+Mg),GN = 0.8 ± 0.9 s
−1. Error bars represent standard error of the fits and are contained within the data points
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Scheme 1. 
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Scheme 2. 
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Table 1

Mg2+ dependence of Dbp5-mant nucleotide interaction.

Parameter Value Units Assay

Mg2+ affinity for Dbp5-mantADP

KMg,HmD 165 ± 40 μM dissociation from initial HMmD (Fig. 1)

160 ± 27 μM dissociation from initial HmD (Fig. 1)

164 ± 25 μM Global fitting of HMmD and HmD data (Fig. 1)

Mg2+ affinity for Dbp5-ADP

KMg,HD ~113 μM Detailed balance of Scheme 1 and KMg,D ~ 676 μM [64]

Mg2+ affinity for Dbp5-ATP

KMg,HT ~17 μM Detailed balance of Scheme 1 (modified for ATP) and KMg,T ~ 87 μM [64]

Unlabeled nucleotide affinity

k+D(−Mg) ~ 2 s−1 μM−1 Estimated from competition with mD (Fig. 3B)

k−D(−Mg) ~1600 s−1 Estimated from competition with mD (Fig. 3B)

KD(−Mg) 0.8 ± 0.1 mM Kinetic competition with mD (Fig. 3B)

KD(+Mg) 0.36 ± 0.05 mM Kinetic competition with mD [33]

k+T(−Mg) > 2 s−1 μM−1 Estimated from competition with mD (Fig. 3C)

k−T(−Mg) >30000 s−1 Estimated from competition with mD (Fig. 3C)

KT(−Mg) 15 ± 4 mM Kinetic competition with mD (Fig. 3C)

KT(+Mg) 3 – 6 ± 0.4 – 2 mM Kinetic competition with mD [33]

Mg2+-mantADP binding

KmD(+Mg) 5 ± 2 μM k−mD(+Mg)/k+mD(+Mg) from linear fit of Mg2+mantADP binding in ref. [33].

k+mD(+Mg) 0.58 ± 0.07 μM−1 s−1 Linear fit of Mg2+mantADP binding in ref. [33].

k−mD(+Mg) 2.4 ± 0.009 s−1 MgmD dissociation from HMmD (Fig. 1)

2.2 ± 0.012 s−1 MgmD dissociation from HmD (Fig. 1)

2.9 ± 0.9 s−1 Linear fit of Mg2+mantADP binding in ref. [33].

mantADP binding

k+mD(−Mg) 1.0 ± 0.1 μM−1 s−1 mD binding (Fig. 2)

k−mD(−Mg) 15 ± 2 s−1 mD binding (Fig. 2)

9 ± 0.02 s−1 mD dissociation from HMmD (Fig. 1)

10 ± 0.4 s−1 mD dissociation from HmD (Fig. 1)

KmD(−Mg) 15 ± 2.5 μM k−mD/k+mD (Fig. 2)

mantATP binding

k+1mT(−Mg) 3 ± 1 μM−1 s−1 mT binding global fit (Fig. 2D)

k−1mT(−Mg) 125 ± 77 s−1 mT binding global fit (Fig. 2D)

K1mT(−Mg) 42 ± 32 μM k−mT1/k+mT1

k+2mT(Mg) 11 ± 4 s−1 mT binding global fit (Fig. 2D)

k−2mT(−Mg) 7 ± 3 s−1 mT binding global fit (Fig. 2D)

K2mT(−Mg) 0.7 ± 0.2 k−mT2/k+mT2

k−3mT,obs(−Mg) ~0.1 s−1 mantATP binding (Fig. 2D)
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Table 2

Regulator dependence of mantADP dissociation

Parameter Value Units Assay

Nup159-mediated Mg2+-mantADP dissociation

k−mD(+Mg) 2.7 ± 0.1 s−1 mD dissociation, Nup free (Fig. 4B)

k−mD(+Mg),N 2.0 ± 0.2 s−1 mD dissociation, Nup saturating (Fig. 4B)

KN(+Mg)HmD 0.3 ± 0.8 μM [Nup159]-dependence of kobs(+Mg) (Fig. 4B)

Nup159-mediated mantADP dissociation

k−mD(−Mg),N 11 ± 2 s−1 mD dissociation, all [Nup] (Fig. 4D)

KN(−Mg)HmD undetermined μM [Nup159]-dependence of kobs(−Mg) (Fig. 4D)

Gle1-mediated Mg2+-mantADP dissociation

k−mD(+Mg) 2.4 ± 0.1 s−1 mD dissociation from HMmD, Gle1 free (Fig. 5B)

k−mD(+Mg),G 1.3 ± 0.3 s−1 mD dissociation from HMmD, Gle1 saturating (Fig. 5)

KG(+Mg)HmD 0.1 ± 0.3 μM [Gle1]-dependence of kobs(+Mg) (Fig. 5B)

Gle1-mediated mantADP dissociation

k−mD(−Mg) 10.5 ± 0.1 s−1 mD dissociation from HMmD, Gle1 free (Fig. 5D)

k−mD(−Mg),G 6.3 ± 0.2 s−1 mD dissociation from HmD, Gle1 saturating (Fig. 5D)

KG(−Mg)HmD 0.3 ± 0.1 μM [Gle1]-dependence of kobs(−Mg) (Fig. 5)

Mg2+ affinity for Gle1-Dbp5-mantADP

KMg,GHmD 55 ± 159 μM Calculated from detailed balance of Scheme 2

Gle1-mediated Mg2+-mantADP dissociation in the presence Nup159

k−mD (+Mg),N 2.2 ± 0.1 s−1 mD dissociation from Nup-HMmD, Gle1 free (Fig. 6B)

k−mD (+Mg),GN 0.8 ± 0.9 s−1 mD dissociation from Nup-HMmD, Gle1 saturating (Fig. 6B)

KG(+Mg),HNmD 1.8 ± 3.2 μM [Gle1]-dependence of kobs(−Mg)-Nup (Fig. 6B)
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